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io). A "divide-and-conquer" spike sorting method (Swindale and Spacek, 2014 ) translated corre-164 lated multisite voltages into action potentials of spatially localized, isolated neurons. This method 165 tracked neurons over periods of many hours despite drift, and distinguished neurons with mean 166 firing rates < 0.05 Hz. Briefly, the steps in this method were: 1) Nyquist interpolation to 50 kHz 167 and sample-and-hold delay correction (Blanche and Swindale, 2006) ; 2) spike detection; 3) initial 168 clustering based on the channel of maximum amplitude; 4) spike alignment within each cluster; 169 5) channel and time range selection around the spikes in each cluster; 6) dimension reduction 170 (multichannel PCA, ICA, and/or spike time) into a 3D cluster space; 7) clustering in 3D using 171 a gradient-ascent based clustering algorithm (GAC) (Swindale and Spacek, 2014) ; 8) exhaustive 172 pairwise comparisons of each cluster to every other proximal cluster, generally involving multiple iterations of steps 4-7. Each spike was localized in 2D physical space along the polytrode by fitting a 2D spatial Gaussian to the signal amplitudes using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Free 175 parameters were x and y coordinates, and spatial standard deviation. To improve detection of low 176 firing rate units, spike sorting was performed on entire recording sessions lasting up to 12 hours 177 each, even though only a small subset of each session was relevant to this study. correction already occurs in cameras during the video capture process (Poynton, 1998) .
192
Movies were acquired using a hand-held consumer-grade digital camera (Canon PowerShot screen, but these were not included in this study.
211
Cortical state characterization 212 Cortical state was determined from the deep-layer LFP. First, 60 Hz mains interference was digitally 213 filtered out using a 0.5 Hz wide elliptic notch filter (negative peak in Fig. 2f ). The spectrogram for the synchronized and desynchronized state were > 0.85 and < 0.8, respectively. However,
221
visual inspection of the spectrogram was used in tandem with the SI, so the above thresholds were 222 not hard limits. Choosing a lower SI threshold for the desynchronized state to limit analysis to 223 desynchronized periods with a more consistent LFP spectrum did not substantially change results
224
(not shown). 
236
Detecting response events in a trial raster plot is a clustering problem: how do spike times 237 cluster together into response events, with temporal density significantly greater than background (Fig. 8a) . The precision of a response event was defined as its width, measured as the temporal separation of the middle 68% (16th to 84th 249 percentile) of spike times within each cluster. of trials. For trial pairs in which one or both trials had no spikes, their correlation was set to 0.
256
The reliability of each cell during each cortical state was defined as the mean of all of the pairwise 257 correlations of the trials during that state. Response reliability could range from −1 to 1, but was 258 mostly positive.
259
The sparseness S of a signal, whether PSTH, absolute value of LFP, or MUA, was calculated
where r i ≥ 0 is the signal value in the i th time bin, and n is the number of time bins (Vinje and unit in a given cortical state ( Fig. 8b) wider range of frequencies (Fig. 1a,b) . Spontaneous transitions between the two states were visible 284 in the LFP spectrogram (Fig. 1c) . A synchrony index (SI) (Fig. 1d 7.4 × 10 −27 ).
308
The 3 example units in Fig. 3 were responsive to both natural scene movie clips, but some 309 units in that pair of recordings were responsive to only one movie and not the other. Power is in decibels relative to 1 mV 2 . Horizontal lines mark the limits of the low (L) and high (H) bands used to calculate SI. On this log-log scale, the low band is roughly centered on the broad peak at ∼ 2 Hz. Some of the attenuation below 1 Hz is due to analog filtering during acquisition. The narrow positive peak at 66 Hz corresponds to the movie frame rate, and the narrow negative peak at 60 Hz is from filtering out mains interference (Materials and Methods). (g) Same as (f) but split into synchronized (red) and desynchronized (blue) periods, showing greater low frequency power in the synchronized state. (h) SI (mean ±1 standard deviation) covaried positively with LFP peak-to-peak amplitude (V pp , 0.25 mV wide bins).
responsive units were responsive only during the synchronized state, 6% (10/163) were responsive 316 only during the desynchronized state, and 64% (104/163) were responsive during both states.
317
The responses of another 3 example units to a different movie in a different cat are shown in to a uniform signal, and 1 corresponding to a signal with all of its energy in a single time bin.
332
There was no strong dependence of response precision, reliability and sparseness on unit position 333 along the length of the polytrode (Fig. 7) . Because polytrode insertions were generally vertical, and 334 were inserted to a depth relative to the surface of the cortex (Materials and Methods), position 335 along the polytrode roughly corresponded to cortical depth. In both cortical states, response 336 precision and sparseness (Fig. 7a,c) , but not reliability (Fig. 7b) , were greater in superficial and noise correlations in both states had a weak but significantly negative dependence on unit pair 368 separation (Fig. 8e,f ) .
369
A recent report has shown that the degree of coupling between single unit and multi-unit unit by calculating the trial-averaged MUA (e.g., Fig. 10d ) from all single units, excluding the 375 single unit of interest, and correlating that with the unit's PSTH (Materials and Methods).
376
This was done for all single units during both cortical states. was significantly and positively correlated with MUA coupling, in both cortical states (Fig. 9b) .
380
However, response sparseness was not significantly correlated with MUA coupling in either state 381 (Fig. 9c) .
382
LFP and MUA reliability and sparseness
383
Given that single unit responses during natural scene movie stimulation were more reliable and 384 sparse in the synchronized state (Fig. 6) greater in the synchronized than desynchronized state (Fig. 10b,e) . The sparseness of each LFP 392 and MUA trace was also measured (for LFP, sparseness of the absolute value of the signal was 393 used). Response sparseness was also significantly greater in the synchronized state (Fig. 10c,f ) . saccades generated by manually rotating the camera with short, quick motions. This resulted in 407 a highly kurtotic distribution of global motion within the movies (Fig. 11b) . The correlation 408 between responsive PSTHs and global motion was weakly positive, and significantly greater in the 409 synchronized than desynchronized state (Fig. 11c,d , mean values of 0.091 and 0.041 respectively).
410
This was when calculated at a delay of 30 ms (2 movie frames) between stimulus and response.
411
The mean PSTH-motion correlation as a function of stimulus-response delay is shown in Fig. 11e .
412
Not only was it greatest in the synchronized state at a delay of 30 ms, but stimulus-response 413 delay modulated PSTH-motion correlation more in the synchronized than desynchronized state.
414
In comparison, single unit responses were much more weakly correlated with global movie contrast 415 and luminance (taken as the standard deviation and mean, respectively, of the pixel values of each 416 frame), and did not differ significantly as a function of cortical state (Fig. 12) . However, both 417 contrast and luminance were again more strongly modulated as a function of stimulus-response 418 delay in the synchronized than desynchronized state (Fig. 12c,f ) .
419
The sudden global motion of a movie saccade is highly salient, and may be enough to simul- nation for greater response precision in the synchronized than desynchronized state (Fig. 6) . This 427 hypothesis predicts that as the elapsed time since the last movie saccade increases, the precision of 428 response events should decrease. Although response events were indeed more likely to occur shortly 429 after a movie saccade than at other times (Fig. 13a) , the above prediction did not hold: response 430 precision was only very weakly correlated with time since the last preceding movie saccade, and 431 significantly so only in the desynchronized state (Fig. 13b) . In addition, response sparseness was 432 insignificantly correlated with movie motion sparseness (Fig. 13c) . Movie saccades are therefore , significantly moreso than a normal distribution (Anscombe-Glynn kurtosis test, p < 2 × 10 −52 ). A normal distribution with the same standard deviation and probability mass is shown for comparison (gray). (c) Scatter plot of correlation between global motion and responsive PSTHs 30 ms later, in the desynchronized vs. synchronized state. For display purposes, units that were nonresponsive in a given state were assigned a value of −1 (gray). Excluding these, significantly more units fell below the dashed y = x line than above it (83%, 86/104, p < 3 × 10 −11 , χ 2 test). Arrow denotes the example unit shown in (a). (d) Distribution of the points in (c) in the synchronized (red) and desynchronized (blue) state, excluding points assigned a value of −1. Arrows denote means. PSTH-motion correlations were significantly higher in the synchronized state (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.03). (e) Mean PSTH-motion correlations in both states as a function of delay between stimulus and response. PSTH-motion correlations peaked at 30 ms and were more strongly modulated by delay in the synchronized state. . For a significance threshold of p = 10 −6 , neither χ 2 test was significant, while that in Fig. 11c was. (b,e) Distributions corresponding to (a,d). In both cases, means were not significantly different between the synchronized (red) and desynchronized (blue) state (MannWhitney U test, p values shown). (c,f) Mean PSTH-contrast and PSTH-luminance correlations in both states as a function of stimulus-response delay, which peaked at 45 ms and 60 ms, respectively. Both were more strongly modulated by delay in the synchronized state, as was the case for PSTHmotion correlations (Fig. 11e) . 
Discussion

436
Single unit responses to natural scene movie clips consisted of barcode-like response events (Fig. 3- 
437
Fig. 5), some as little as 10 ms in duration (Fig. 6a) . Across the population of units, there was great 438 diversity in the patterns of response events, as shown by the low mean pairwise signal correlations 439 between units (Fig. 8c) . There was also a surprisingly wide range of mean firing rates, most below 440 1 Hz, which approximately followed a lognormal distribution (Fig. 8b) ( Fig. 8a) , and low enough to preclude bursting as a major component of response events.
444
There are a handful of reports of temporally precise, reliable and sparse responses to natural 445 scene movies in V1: in awake behaving macaque (Vinje and Gallant, 2000) , and in anesthetized 
453
As visual information propagates from RGCs to LGN to V1, the temporal precision and reli- the inverted relationship between cortical state and response fidelity found here.
526
Although only indirectly shown here using global movie motion (Fig. 11) (Fig. 3-Fig. 5 (Fig. 1c, Fig. 2a-e 
